FACILITY DISASTER
PLANNING SUBCOMMITTEE

RECAP
November 7, 2012 Meeting
__________________________________________________________________________________________
LEPC District VIII, 4000 Gateway Centre Blvd., Suite 100, Pinellas Park, FL 33782 - 727/570-5151, Staff Contact: John Meyer

Attendees (Present) - Thea Dunmire, Ed Kinley, John Appenzeller, Jennifer Garwood, Tricia
Williams, Jennifer Logan-Porter, Stacie Cooper, Ed Goodchild & John Meyer
Please note that text appearing as red symbolizes an item which requires future action. Blue text serves as
an update or recognition of action which has transpired since the meeting.
1.

INTRODUCTIONS
All members that were present introduced themselves and identified their affiliations.

2.

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND/OR RECAP OF 7/18/12 MEETING
No pre-meeting announcements were provided. Ms. Thea Dunmire acknowledged that a Recap of the last
FDPS meeting (i.e. July 18, 2012) was previously transmitted to Subcommittee members via e-mail (on
August 7 & November 1, 2012). When polled, no Subcommittee members had any question or comment
about the Recap.
John Meyer did agree to have the current FDPS Meeting Recap and a copy of the PowerPoint©
presentation shown at the FDPS meeting posted to the LEPC website. These items will be posted
immediately following approval of the draft Recap by FDPS members that attended the current
meeting.

3.

UPDATE ON FUTURE “FIRE DEPARTMENTS: PROMOTING USEFUL EPCRA INFORMATION”
WORKSHOP
Mr. John Meyer advised that he and Subcommittee member Chet Klinger met with three Largo Fire
Department (LFD) officials (i.e. David Mixson, Tim Wedin and J. Keith Hatten) shortly following our
last Subcommittee meeting, on July 24th, to: confirm annual receipt of Tier II forms from facilities within
their City; ascertain LFD’s use of Tier II data and storage of the forms; confirm that E-Plan® is the primary
resource utilized when responding to a hazmat incident; to potentially evaluate how the Local Emergency
Planning Committee and/or Facility Disaster Planning Committee could be of additional assistance to them;
and to determine whether potential conduct of a future “Fire Departments: Promoting Useful EPCRA
Information” workshop would be beneficial to them and, if so, their suggested topics.

The LFD representatives expressed a sincere interest in attending and participating in the potential/future
workshop and their suggested topics to cover spanned the spectrum from EPCRA basics (e.g.
history/purpose)... to the reporting thresholds/timelines... and potential consequences for non-reporting.
Mr. John Meyer reminded Subcommittee members of the perceived benefit of such a workshop for the
LEPC is to foster, and in some instances - establish, a working relationship with multiple fire departments
which could stimulate additional interest and participation in future LEPC & FDPS meetings and initiatives,
as well as to promote them. In addition, being identified as established source for hazardous materials data
and information would bode well for the LEPC and FDPS and would enable the fire departments to
additionally share them as a resource within their communities and/or to inquiring businesses.
Mr. John Meyer indicated that he and/or Chet may visit with and/or solicit ideas from another Fire
Department (or two) in the near future in order to refine the potential Workshop Agenda and topics. Ms.
Stacie Cooper agreed to visit several of the fire departments if need be. As an alternative, Ms. Trisha
Williams suggested that, since we already have the fire department contact e-mail addresses, would it be
more productive to alternatively send out an e-mail soliciting suggested workshop topics? The attendees
agreed all that this would be especially helpful. With the guidance and assistance of Chet Klinger and/or
Thea Dunmire, John Meyer will prepare and transmit the e-mail and summarize the responses
received at the next FDPS meeting.
Many of those attending the FDPS agreed that there appears to be only a fine line between the theme of the
“How-to-Comply” (HTC) workshops conducted annually for facilities and the array of information
suggested during the meeting with the Largo Fire Department officials. Since the fire department workshop
would apparently not be tremendously unique, perhaps it would be advantageous to host a couple of
identical HTC workshops and invite both audiences simultaneously. This may also avail an invaluable
interaction between facility and fire department personnel.
Ms. Trisha Williams inquired whether fire departments are periodically required to inspect facilities beyond,
perhaps, the Fire Marshal’s initial inspection of new construction. If so, what is the requirement and how
frequently must the inspections occur? Mr. Meyer identified that he did not know the answer but would
find out and report back to the FDPS members in association with the next meeting, if not sooner.
Ms. Thea Dunmire recognized that only seven to ten attended the HTC meetings held last year. With the
goal of trying to boost attendance at the HTC workshops to be conducted in early 2013, the following were
suggested:
!
!
!
!

timely issuance of Press Release(s) to the local newspapers, perhaps twice (Thea Dunmire)
timely notification of the workshop on the Council and LEPC websites (John Meyer)
send out Workshop Flyer to local chemical distributors for promotion and further dissemination to
clients.
e-mail Workshop Flyer to the following as promotional an/or for further dissemination to their
members/clients:
- Bay Area Manufacturers Association. Ms. Patricia Williams identified that their website contains a membership listing with corresponding e-mail addresses (www.bama-fl.org/board).
Ms. Stacie Cooper agreed to transmit the Flyer, once completed, to this entity.
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- Air & Waste Management Association. Ms. Patricia Williams identified that their website also
contains a membership listing with corresponding e-mail addresses. The link is
www.flawma.com/board.html. Ms. Cooper agreed to transmit Flyer to this entity, once
completed.
- Florida Manufacturing Chemical Association. Mr. Meyer agreed to research whether this
entity has a local branch and, if so, ascertain an e-mail listing of members.
- Tampa Bay Association of Environmental Professionals. Ms. Cooper agreed to transmit the
Flyer to this entity, once completed.
- Florida Water Quality Association. A link to the listing of Directors for the Florida Water
Quality Association is http://fwqa.com/index.cfm?pageID=6. Ms. Cooper agreed to transmit
the Flyer to this entity, once completed.
- Tampa Bay Propeller Club. [John Meyer already has an e-mail contact in mind]
- Tampa Bay Spill Committee. [John Meyer already has an e-mail distribution list for this entity]
HTC Workshop dates should be selected as early as possible so that advertising and promotion can begin
as early as mid- to late December.
Mr. Ed Kinley suggested soliciting further ideas regarding HTC workshop promotion at the next LEPC
meeting. John Meyer agreed to facilitate this discussion at the November 28, 2012 LEPC meeting.
Mr. Meyer also agreed to have a separate conversation with LEPC Chair Scott Ehlers (Tampa Fire
Department) about possible ideas to promote interest within the fire service industry.
4.

TIER II SUBMITTAL OPTIONS FOR 2012 REPORTING PERIOD
Mr. Meyer advised that the following options will be available to transmit the 2012 facility Tier II reports,
which will be due on March 1, 2012:
!
!
!
!

Mail Hard Copy of completed Tier II Form;
Prepare Form using Tier II Submit© program and Mail Hard Copy;
Prepare Submittal Electronically through FloridaHMIS.org© program; OR
Prepare Submittal Electronically through Tier II Manager© program. (?)

Mr. Meyer acknowledged that regardless of the submittal method selected, all data is ultimately transferred
to E-Plan, which is utilized regularly by first responders when responding to a hazardous materials incident.
Presently only seven states allow direct entry of Tier II information into E-Plan by facilities.
Ms. Stacie Cooper inquired as to who currently has access to E-Plan. Mr. Meyer responded that, within the
State of Florida, access can be (or is) granted to first responders (fire/police), hazmat teams, FDEM and the
LEPCs.
Immediately following the meeting, Mr. Meyer subsequently participated in a 1:00 p.m.
teleconference with Florida Division of Emergency Management staff and representatives from the
other 10 Local Emergency Planning Committees from across the State. The purpose of the
teleconference was to solicit input from the LEPCs about the possibility of allowing facilities to enter
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their Tier II data directly into E-Plan© as an additional option. This option may be lieu of the Tier
II Manager© due to recently-received software and technical support cost estimates. Since E-Plan©
is predominantly utilized by the emergency response entities, one significant benefit of such
alternative is that the data would be accessible instantaneously upon entry by the facilities. It is
anticipated that the E-Plan© program capabilities would be modified slightly to accommodate the
needs of the LEPCs and the FDEM/SERC (e.g. query data, produce Reports and sort by multiple
categories capabilities). It is my understanding that additional meetings (or teleconferences) are
planned in the immediate future to further discuss the viability of the E-Plan© option with the first
responders and also industry representatives. FDPS member Jennifer Garwood (Duke Energy/FDPS
Member) has agreed to serve as one of the industry representatives providing such input.
CHANGES TO THE TIER II FORM FOR 2013 REPORTING PERIOD (i.e. effective January 1,
2014)
EPA has recently enacted changes to the data requirements associated with EPCRA’s Tier II reporting
process. The following changes go into effect on January 1, 2014 for the 2013 reporting cycle:
New “Optional” Data Entry Fields:

New Data Requirements:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

5.

!
!

Latitude/Longitude Coordinates;
Concurrent TRI/RMP Facility
Identification Numbers (if applicable);
Identification of whether Facility is
“Manned” or “Unmanned”;
Maximum # of Occupants at Facility at
any One Time;
Facility Emergency Contact &
Owner/Operator E-Mail Addresses;
Separate Data Fields for reporting Pure
Chemical and mixtures; and
Description of Storage Types and
Conditions rather than former reporting
by code.

Facility Contact Phone Numbers; and
Parent Company Contact Information.
Revised Form will also include:

!

!

A Listing of Range Codes imprinted on
Form. However, the State of Florida will
still require identification of Maximum
Daily Amount of Chemical(s) in Pounds;
and
Ample additional space for State/Local
requirements and/or Voluntarily
identification of Hazardous Chemicals
below the Reporting Thresholds.

UPDATE ON SERC/EPA “MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING” REGARDING
SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECT(S)
Mr. Meyer reminded Subcommittee members that a Supplemental Environmental Projects (SEP) process
is a potential option for facility(ies) found to be in violation of the EPCRA by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and subject to a fine. The process would allow the industry to fund a task(s)/project(s)
at a cost of up to 75% the actual fine value. If a SEP(s) is agreed upon between the USEPA, the State
Emergency Response Commission and the violating industry, it is understood that the violating industry
would remain liable for paying the balance of the fine.
The Florida Division of Emergency Management has asked each District to identify SEPs that could be
applied within their District. Funding SEPs should vary in cost to coincide with fines of varying severity.
It is FDEM’s intentions (or desires) to have pre-approved, detailed/optional SEPs that they can simply “pull
off the shelf” for implementation if agreed to between the USEPA, the SERC and the violating industry.
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Mr. Meyer identified that the State of Florida is modeling the Florida program after the program already
instituted in the State of Illinois. The Illinois’ program has broken the potential projects into six different
program categories: Pollution Prevention/Reduction; Environmental Education and Public Awareness;
Environmental Restoration and Protection; Waste Collection Events and Community Waste Programs;
Emergency Planning and Preparedness; and “Other.”
With the exception of the category entitled “Other,” examples within each category are:
Pollution Prevention/Reduction
Environmental Education and Public Awareness
• At schools, libraries, municipal buildings, hospitals, etc.:
- Conduct an energy audit.
- Purchase and install solar panels.
- Purchase and install daylighting systems.
- Install barriers to reduce noise.
- Pave roadways to control fugitive dust emissions.
• Sponsor a pollution prevention workshop.
• Purchase and install devices and/or provide cleaner fuels
for school buses.
• Assist a school in recycling laboratory chemicals.
Environmental Restoration and Protection

• Fund environmental education materials and/or
training for teachers.
• Provide funding to a municipality to increase public
awareness of recycling or other environmental programs.
• Sponsor a program that recognizes outstanding environmental projects.
• Fund school field trips to recycling businesses, landfills,
water treatment plants, or waste water treatment plants.
• Fund an environmental learning project.
• Fund an ecology/environmental workshop or camp.
Waste Collection Events and
Community Waste Programs

• Restore a local stream bank to reduce erosion and provide
natural habitat.
• Remove garbage and other waste from a local stream.
• Restore or enhance a prairie.
• Restore a contaminated “brownfield” site.
• Purchase land for parks and natural areas.

• Conduct a household hazardous waste, pharmaceutical
waste, or scrap tire collection event.
• Fund the construction of a permanent household hazardous waste collection site.
• Subsidize recycling efforts or a used oil or waste paint
collection center.

Emergency Planning and Preparedness
• Provide funds for hazardous materials training and
special response teams.
• Purchase protective clothing and equipment for fire
departments to use when responding to hazardous spills.

A considerable amount of additional information concerning Supplemental Environmental Projects, the
process and regulations is available from the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency website
(http://www.epa.state.il.us/enforcement/sep/).
Thea Dunmire inquired “about how annual many enforcement actions has the SERC taken over the past
couple of years locally and statewide?” Mr. Meyer agreed to find out the answer. FDEM staff has
advised that SERC enforcement actions do generally not occur more than once per year Statewide.
However, such actions were brought against facilities within the Tampa Bay area three times since
2006.
Ms. Trisha Williams researched and provided examples of SEPs from the State of Texas. Subcommittee
Chair Dunmire asked that these examples be appended to the end of this Recap, please see Figure 1.
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6.

UPDATE ON POTENTIAL FOR “UNIVERSAL CREDENTIALING”
Mr. Meyer identified that the issue of the need for “Universal Credentialing” was raised within our District
during the conduct of one of the “Brainstorming” sessions conducted by FDPS members last year. The
sessions were designed to identify, and perhaps address, concerns and/or issues raised by the hazardous
materials industry and to identify how the LEPC and/or FDPS may be of assistance. The purpose of this
initiative was focused on alleviating a concern for a potential (considerable?) delay in authorizing key
facility personnel to re-enter impacted areas and their facilities following man-made or natural disasters,
if access is granted at all. Aside from potential physical barriers that could occur following such an event,
it is anticipated that the multitude of law enforcement agencies expected to “man” roadblocks to affected
areas would likely exacerbate the delay. A question arose to the effect of “are there credentials that could
be provided to key personnel of relevant facilities in advance of a disaster which would alleviate some of
the difficulty and time involved with re-entry into an affected area(s)?” It was emphasized that key facility
personnel, although they evacuate initially as may have been required, should be able to promptly return
and secure their facility and/or minimize their risk of exposure from others, which could include the
potential for hazardous materials release(s). Since a similar program is not known to exist within the State
or nation, the simplistic questions of “what to do” and “how to do it,” establishing such procedures may be
the most time-consuming and difficult to answer.
While Stephanie McDannold was unable to join us today, she reiterated that the Florida Division of
Emergency Management is/was aware of the concern and will be establishing a Subcommittee to address
the issue. While this task was initially assigned to Mr. John Cherry of FDEM, he subsequently resigned.
This task has been re-assigned to Mr. Chuck Hagan. To Stephanie’s knowledge, the Subcommittee has yet
to be formulated. Ms. McDannold had agreed to monitor the status and provide updates at future
FDPS meetings as may be appropriate and/or relevant.

7.

UPDATE ON “FLORIDA BUSINESS DISASTER SURVIVAL KIT” & POTENTIAL FUTURE
TRANSFER TO FDEM WEBSITE
Mr. Meyer reminded members that the FDPS previously compiled pertinent hazardous materials data and
resources over a series of meetings with the hope/expectation that these could be added to the Florida
Business Disaster Survival Kit© (FBDSK). It was determined that this information could easily and
appropriately supplement the sparsely-populated hazardous materials component/section of the FBDSK.
Among other objectives, the Kit was designed to assist businesses in preparing Disaster Plans for their
facilities to address a multitude of hazards. Incorporation of the data and resources into the FBDSK was
postponed until a funding source was identified and established.
While Betti Johnson was unable to join us today but has relayed the following facts:
!

!

The Florida Division of Emergency Management had expressed a willingness and interest to bolster
the hazardous materials section of the FBDSK, as suggested. The updated FBDSK would then be
consolidated with additional resource(s) into a product to be known as “Get a Plan,” which would
ultimately be posted to their website.
The FDPS data and resources were transmitted to John Cherry of FDEM staff for these purposes
several months ago. However, Mr. Cherry subsequently resigned.
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!

!

This task has been assigned to Richard Butgereit, head of the IT/GIS Department Manager. A recent
response from Mr. Butgereit had indicated that progress was delayed on account of “pressing”
FDEM duties (e.g. EM Constellation, deployment of SERT TRAC, roll out of improved
FloridaDisaster.org website and the RNC), all of which have transpired.
Based on FDEM’s prior enthusiasm, progress towards the rollout of “Get a Plan” would be expected
in the not too distant future.

When Mr. Meyer identified that “SERT TRAC” is actually the State Training calendar, Thea Dunmire
inquired whether future FDPS workshops could be posted to the SERT TRAC. John Meyer responded
that he does not believe so but will research the qualifications of postings to the SERT TRAC.
Ms. Johnson had agreed to monitor the status and provide updates at future FDPS meetings as may
be appropriate and/or relevant.
8.

OTHER ISSUES/COMMENTS
Potential Storm Surge Preparedness Workshop for Businesses
Mentioning the recent effects of Hurricane Sandy in the northeast, Thea Dunmire suggested that now would
be an opportune time for a preparedness workshop on the effects of storm surge for assisting vulnerable
facilities within the Tampa Bay Region. Those attending the meeting agreed.
The following were suggested as workshop parameters:
!
!
!
!

to be conducted in April - June 2013.
to be held in the middle of a week (e.g. Tuesday - Thursday).
be about four hours in length including a lunch option.
John Meyer was tasked with determining Council Conference Room availability for April 2325. As of the date of this Recap preparation (i.e. 11/09/12), the Council’s Conference is
available at any time on each of the three days. However, increased bookings of the
Conference Room will inevitably occur as these dates draw near.

John Meyer advised members that Ms. Betti Johnson has served as Emergency Management staff for the
Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council for the past 30+ years and has prepared countless hurricane studies
and analyses as well as coordinated the distribution of millions of copies of the annual hurricane guide. Ms.
Johnson has access to the latest storm surge modeling runs conducted for the entire Tampa Bay area and
has many contacts who she can call on to assist with the workshop (e.g. Dan Noah/NWS). Ms. Jennifer
Logan-Porter added that her husband (Steve Porter) spent many years with Hillsborough County Emergency
Management and may also be willing to participate and/or avail a variety of resources.
Potential Volunteers
Ms. Jennifer Garwood identified that she is part of a “mentorship” program and could potentially arrange
to have youth volunteers to assist with future FDPS initiative(s).
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FEMA'S Private Sector Preparedness Certification
Thea Dunmire asked that the topic of “FEMA'S Private Sector Preparedness Certification” process be
placed back on the Agenda of the next FDPS meeting for discussion. The Private Sector Preparedness
Certification program is designed to potentially allow accreditation of facility’s Business Continuity and/or
Disaster Recovery Plans by a certified third party (for larger businesses) or, perhaps, allowing small
businesses to self-certify their own Plans. Discussion ensued about the possibility of such a presentation
in conjunction with the topic(s) of another FDPS workshop. John Meyer agreed to place this item on the
Agenda for the January 16, 2013 FDPS meeting.
9.
10.

SUMMARY OF ACTION ITEMS FOR NEXT MEETING
ADJOURNMENT
Following a reminder of the next scheduled meeting (Wednesday, January 16, 2013), Subcommittee Chair
Dunmire adjourned the meeting at 12:55 p.m.
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